


Experience the Power of Innovations



Who we are

To lead the way in the responsible development 
and deployment of cutting-edge artificial 
intelligence technologies that positively transform 
industries, empower individuals, and create a more 
sustainable and equitable future
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Our Project Pipeline



Mindome have revolutionized the way we learn by offering flexible 
and accessible learning opportunities for individuals of all ages and 
backgrounds. MINDOME provides a diverse range of courses and 
resources that can be accessed from anywhere with an internet 
connection.

One of the key advantages of Mindome is its flexibility. Learners can 
choose when and where to study, accommodating their schedules and 
lifestyles. This flexibility is especially valuable for working professionals, 
parents, and those with other commitments.

Additionally, Mindome is designed to allow students to progress at their
 own pace, catering to individual learning styles and abilities. Mindome 
offer certificates or degrees upon completion, making them a valuable
 credential for career advancement.



The AI- Enabled Food Quality Testing System (SANAS) represents a 
groundbreaking approach to ensuring the safety and quality of 
food products through the integration of artificial intelligence (AI) 
and advanced technology. 

This SANAS System is designed to revolutionize the food industry by 
providing rapid and highly accurate assessments of food quality, 
thereby enhancing consumer confidence and streamlining the 
quality control process for manufacturers and regulatory bodies.

SANAS AI can analyze and interpret large volumes of food testing 
data to identify trends and patterns. This data can be used for 
informed decision-making, such as pinpointing the source of food 
contamination, tracking the prevalence of specific contaminants, 
and assessing the effectiveness of food safety programs.



Pureplus is an invention to serve the purpose of a 
negative pressure air filtration, which prevents the spread 
of airborne contaminants, such as dust, particles, Bacterial 
or Viral pathogens, or hazardous chemicals, from one 
area to another. It’s an AI based 5 stage Advance 
Filtration System. 



Our Deployments



Smart Mobile Lab



AACC - 2017



Smart Mobile Lab - Interiors





AACC - 2018



Smart Tele Clinic





Wash

Basin





The most advanced mobile rescue unit suitable for any medical 
intervention, which needs immediate intervention in any crisis. A full 
Emergency Response unit equipped with all needed emergency 
equipment's to assist in emergency situations and disasters.

This unit would be perfect solution to transfer most necessary 
medical services specially if supported by useful supplies and 
personnel.



Smart 5D Clinic





Smart Tele Clinic





Smart Ambulance





One Day Mobile
 Surgery Unit









Mobile food testing
 lab



https://gulfnews.com/uae/health/mobile-food-testing-lab-to-be-deployed-
at-major-events-1.61161464 

https://gulfnews.com/uae/health/mobile-food-testing-lab-to-be-deployed-at-major-events-1.61161464
https://gulfnews.com/uae/health/mobile-food-testing-lab-to-be-deployed-at-major-events-1.61161464


Smart Doctor 
(Radiology Edition)





Smart Doctor 



Smart Doctor
Exterior 

Smart Doctor
INTERIOR



SMART DOCTOR 
AT Dubai Police





Innovations with the
 touch of AI
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